


We are a family-based company, born out of generations of 
craftsmen. We scour the country seeking antique wood in 
disused barns and other historic structures. We transform 
these scattered remnants of time-worn craftsmanship into 
elegant floors, beams and millwork. We pride ourselves in of-
fering the finest and most unique materials for your project. 
At Renick Millworks, the quest for quality has no finish line.

Quality is a Family Tradition
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At Renick Millworks, we seek out one-of-a-kind antique wood, rem-
nants of a bygone era, to transform into unique-beautiful reclaimed 
wood products. Our reclaimed antique wood floors, mantels and 
beams have adorned thousands of elegant homes and businesses 
across the US. By reusing antique wood, we offer beautiful and unique 
wood floors without straining our world’s forests. All of our floors 
are available with the FSC® Chain-of-Custody certification so you 
can be assured your purchase helps support responsible forestry.

Reclaimed & Wide Plank Flooring
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Our reclaimed American Heritage Oak is harder and more stable 
than new mill run oak flooring. The patina naturally varies from a 
dark, time-aged brown to a lighter color that is more reminiscent 
of newly-sawn wood. This floor is ideal for homeowners seeking an 
antique floor without looking “too rustic.” The surface features nail 
holes and worm tracks that can only be found in reclaimed wood. 
Reclaimed oak is one of our most popular floors. The majority of 
our antique oak comes from historic barns and structures found 

along Appalachian Mountain region.

— Antique Heritage Oak —

Plank Width: 3” to 12” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 2’ to 10’ | Milled Profile: 
End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert., Ex. Wide
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Our American Heirloom Wormy Chestnut is a rare floor with an unusual 
story. The American Chestnut tree was virtually eradicated by a blight 
introduced in the early 20th century. As a result, American Chestnut is 
only available in limited quantities by reclaiming the wood from existing 
structures. The wood for this floor is found primarily in old barns in the 
Allegheny Mountain region. Every year, less and less of this antique wood 

is available for reclaiming.

This floor features a prominent grain pattern and dark, aged patina, but 
its the blackened nail holes and frequent worm tracks adorning the wood 

that complete the rustic charm of this antique floor.

— Heirloom Chestnut — 

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 1.5’ to 10’ | Milled 
Profile: End-Match., T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Certified
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Our Settler’s Plank reclaimed oak is our most rustic grade of flooring. We 
cut every oak timber we reclaim to preserve the original saw marks and 
collect these texture-rich boards into one beautiful antique grade. This 
reclaimed oak floor has been a popular choice for cafes, ski lodges, cabins 
and private lofts. The distressed texture and colorful patina create a rich, 
warm floor that is a great addition to any unique space. The possibilities 

are endless.

— Settler’s Plank Oak —

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 1.5’ to 10’ | Milled 
Profile: End-Match., T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Certified
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Reclaimed Antique Heart Pine has been a staple of the American building 
profession for centuries. Massive heart pine beams were used to construct 
factories, mills and warehouses built in the mid-to-late 19th century. Due to 
its popularity as a building material, this once abundant species, is now virtu-
ally impossible to find in modern forests. We mill antique heart pine flooring 
from beams recovered from historic buildings found along the East Cost.

We can grade our heart pine to your preferred style. Our character-rich 
heart pine flooring is cut from the outer edge of the beam and features 
looser growth rings, large knots and frequent nail holes. We can also offer 
clean, vertical grain heart pine flooring, cut from the very center of the 

beam, that is virtually free of knots a nail holes.

— Antique Heart Pine —

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 1.5’ to 10’ | Milled Profile: 
End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert., Ex. Wide
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Renick Millwork’s distressed heart pine flooring is for those who love 
the time-worn beauty of reclaimed wood. Our Distressed Heart Pine 
weaves together natural and man-made elements to form a texture-
rich floor that is unlike any other. This wood features a naturally deep 
patina that is accentuated by raised growth rings, soft worn spots, 
nail holes and original sawmarks that were created over a century ago 
when the beams from which these boards were cut were first crafted. 

All of our heart pine is ideal for flooring, paneling and cabinetry.

— Distressed Heart Pine —

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 1.5’ to 10’ | Milled Profile: 
End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert., Ex. Wide
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Our wide plank oak flooring is one of our most versatile products. It’s ideal 
for both those wishing for a clean, simple floor or those dreaming of a cus-
tom experience. We offer both red and white oak floors in character and 
select grades. The neutral color and clean grain pattern make oak an ideal 
candidate for custom color staining. Our in-house pre-finishing can trans-
form traditional oak into one-of-a-kind masterpieces. We also offer tex-
turing such as scraped bevels and wire-brushing for further customization.

— Wide Plank Red & White Oak —

Plank Width: 3” to 12” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 2’ to 10’ | Milled Profile: 
End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert., Ex. Wide
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Renick Millwork’s Wide Plank Hickory is a floor with many faces. It can 
be stained dark and paired with a heavy hand scrape or sanded smooth and 
finished with a clear coat to showcase the light wood and dramatic color 
variations. This wood is made even more attractive by its natural hardness. 
Hickory is a harder and more durable wood than both red and white oak, 

making it ideal for families with children or pets.  

— Wide Plank Hickory —

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 2’ to 10’ | Milled 
Profile: End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert.
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Renick Millwork’s Wide Plank Walnut is naturally dark wood that is sure 
to draw the eye. The warm tone and deep color sets it apart from all other 
woods. Popular in kitchens, bathrooms and living rooms, this floor helps 

make family and public spaces feel beautiful and inviting.  

— Wide Plank Walnut —

Plank Width: 3” to 10” | Plank Thickness: 3/4” | Plank Lengths: 2’ to 10’ | Milled 
Profile: End-Matched, T&G | Available: Prefin., Engineered, Solid Wood, FSC Cert.
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Renick Millworks offers an unlimited number of prefinishes and textures 
to create a custom floor that will exceed your expectations. To begin this 
journey, send us a photo or sample of your desired floor and our in-house 

color specialists will do the rest.

— Prefinishing —

a.  Bleached on Settler’s Plank
b.  Black & Cognac on Walnut

c.  Black & Iron on Settler’s Plank
d.  Leather on Character White Oak

e.  Dark Jacobean on Hickory
f.  Aged on Settler’s Plank 
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Reclaimed Beams

Our reclaimed beams are carefully extracted from antique struc-
tures throughout the United States. From hand-hewn to plain-sawn, 
we can provide the beam style your project requires! We offer cos-
metic or structural timber-frame beams and keep a large supply on 
hand at all times. We carry oak, pine, hemlock, fir, ash and beech.

.............................................................................................................................
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 —Reclaimed Beam Styles —

Hand Adzed Beams Plain Sawn Wire Brushed Rough Sawn As-Is
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Custom Millwork

Do you want an exclusive custom profile? Our custom millwork 
includes everything from stair treads to crown molding. We shape 
our own cutters in-house to provide a higher quality product, faster.

.............................................................................................................................
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 —Custom Millwork Offerings —

Stair Treads Custom Stair Nosing Paneling Custom Molding Countertops
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